Host AGM_Robert says:
Last week on the USS Scimitar/Valdez the crew almost ended up in a war with rats now the crew has discovered a ship in distress.

Host AGM_Robert says:
########## Resume Mission #############

Gav says:
::Materializes on transporter pad, gasping for air.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Looks around Sickbay.:: MO: May I leave now? I have to get back to my station.

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
::Rests on the bio bed awaiting the doctor’s release.::

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Still in main engineering where he was last time.::

XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Waiting for Aurel to tell him what happened.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::In Sickbay attending to the wounded.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Builds up the copper count in his bloodstream to combat the lingering effects of the poison, and feels strangely detached.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Walks over to the SO and scans her.::

Lev says:
::Materializes beside his crewmate.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Action: The TO bio bed begins to beep again.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Thrashes slightly on the bio bed as if he's having a nightmare.::

Gav says:
<CPOHansen>*CO* Transporter room to Captain...we have the Tellarites aboard. But they need medical attention.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Heads  for the transporter room.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
SO: You seem fine, but please make an appointment with the CNS.

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Looks over at TO.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::On bridge, begins running scans of the Tellarite ship.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::To meet the smelly people.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
XO: Let's see. The rats have helped with the TO's cure.

XO_CDR_Bandra says:
CO: The rats?

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Continues checking operating systems in main engineering.::

Gav says:
Lev: Are...are you all...all right? ::Looks around:: Where...are we?

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
XO: Yes, the rats. and then there was ::Looks at Joey:: our stowaway. Got on the ship somehow.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
XO: I'm unable to scan the interior of the Tellarite ship.

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Goes to check TO.::

Lev says:
Gav: I...I'm not sure...

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
MO: Certainly will. Can I help with the TO? ::Gets up.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Looks around the transporter room.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Scans TO.::

XO_CDR_Bandra says:
CSO: Why not?

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
MO: Permission to leave Sickbay and return to my routine duties?

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Splits his attention to repairing neural pathways and looking for whatever's in here with him.:: ~~~~ Who's in here? Is it the rats? Who's here?~~~~

Gav says:
::Looks up and sees a Starfleet enlisted man...and a merchant officer coming in through the door.::

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
::Rests patiently awaiting the doctor, feels thirsty.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
CSO: Why? Shields?

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
XO: Unknown at this time, sir.  I'm trying different sensor frequencies.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Action: As the TO splits his attention his life signs deep slightly.

Gav says:
Meyer: Where is this place? ::Still trying to catch his breath.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Heartbeat slows again.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Gav: You’re on board the pride of the Merchant Marine fleet the USS Valdez. Commander Meyer.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Scans for shields or any forcefields around the ship.::

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Looks at Aurel.:: CO: Can this trip get any more complicated?

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
MO:  Can I help with the TO? ::Goes over to TO bio bed..::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
XO: Sir, I'm detecting no shields or forcefields.  I just can’t scan it.  I don't know what's happening.

Gav says:
::Resists the urge to say something about Meyer's comment.:: Meyer: I'm Gav, captain of the Tellarite transport ship Katava. This is my first officer, Lev.

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
CSO: Keep working on it.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
XO: Aye, sir..

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Looks at bio bed readings and can see it is only a faulty reading..::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
XO: I don't want to know.

Gav says:
Meyer: We were on our way back from Garon II when our...life support system started to fail...but we had no idea a Federation ship was anywhere in this system...

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Begins running scans for any sensor affecting anomalies in the area.::

Gav says:
::Struggles to stand up.::

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Continues monitoring ship systems.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Gav: Life support, eh? That’s bad... Hold on a sec.

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Bends over bio bed.:: Jyg: Don't worry. You will make it.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*Bridge*: Meyer here, our guests say their life support is broken.

Lev says:
::Tries to sit up.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Leaves part of himself to pull the toxins out of his lungs::   ~~~~ Who's in here? Show yourself... Coward!~~~~ ::Walks around in the "otherplace" looking for this invisible presence:.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
*Meyer* That's helpful. Scanners can't see what's inside the ship.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*Sickbay*: Medical team to transporter room 1 on Sat.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*Bridge*: Did yah CSO hit the panel before scanning?

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Touches Jyg'Lo´s forehead.:: ~~~~Jyg: Don't worry you have the strength to make it.~~~~

Gav says:
Meyer: What about the rest of my crew...I have four other officers on my ship...They're worse off than us...

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Spins around at the new voice:: ~~~~ Who is that.... Kalla? Kalla, is that you? ~~~~

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*Bridge*: Oh, and you missed four of his crew...sloppy, sloppy.

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Concerned at the heat of Jyg's brow.:: MO: I think he is running a fever.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CO: Might we possibly beam aboard the ship to see what happened?  With life support suits?

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
~~~~Jyg: Yes it is me.~~~~

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
~~~~Kalla: It's... satisfactory to hear your voice again. Are you in here with me? No, no, it isn't you... It's something else... ::Looks around at the harsh whiteness:: How's Kelandra, Kalla?~~~~

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
CSO: Maybe. try hitting the panel. ::Bites her tongue to keep from saying something insulting about Meyer and the Valdez.::

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
::Leaves Sickbay and returns to patrol of Valdez heading for cargo bay to inspect weapons.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
~~~~Jyg: She is just coming now. She just had to take a break due to exhaustion.~~~~

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CO: Aye.  :: Winds up and gives the panel a good smack with his foot.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Begins running a scan of the interior of the ship.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
~~~~ Kalla: I can't hold the link up for long. Tell her... Tell her I love her. Please. ~~~~

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
:: Body starts to twitch again.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
~~~~Jyg: I can only sternly tell you to keep up the good work. But here she is.~~~~

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CO: Captain......The scan shows 4 life signs aboard.  ::Grins.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Scans TO.::

Gav says:
::Has to prop himself against the bulkhead.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
CSO: Good, have the transporter room see if they can get a lock on them.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*Sickbay*: Where's that medical team?

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Walks into Sickbay on her way to the transporter room to pick up equipment:: MO: I'm heading to transporter room 1. *Meyer*: I'm on my way! ::Grabs the stuff she'll need and heads back out the door.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CO: Aye.  *Transporter Room* : There are 4 remaining crew on the Tellarite ship.  Can you beam them aboard?

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Gav: I got a medical team coming some time today...I think!

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*CSO*: Feed the info to my panel. ::Heads over to the control panel.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
~~~~Jyg: Her duty called her away. You know her. But she sends her love.~~~~ ::Blushes at the lie..::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Heads into the turbolift:: Turbolift: Transporter room 1.

Gav says:
Meyer: Why do you have Starfleet crew on your ship? I...I thought the Federation merchant ships were from a separate organization...

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Feeds the info to Meyer in the transporter room.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Body signs come back up to specs as he puts his attention back to the repair of his systems::   ~~~~ Kalla: I understand. Thank you. ~~~~

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Takes out her dermal regenerator and repairs the cuts on her hand.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
~~~~Jyg: Just use your healing powers.~~~~

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Continues monitoring ship systems in main engineering.::

Gav says:
::Faintly hears CSO's message:: Meyer: You've found...our officers?

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Gav: Ah well, normally we do not allow substandard officers on board but the recent war... Well wes lost a lot of people.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Arrives and walks through the turbolift doors before they finish opening hurrying towards the transporter room.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Beams two of Gav's officers over.::


Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
XO: I'm going to be so glad when we're back on the Scimitar.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
::Enters turbolift:: Turbolift: Cargo bays.

Lev says:
::Sees two other officers beamed over... Tries to get over to them and see how they are.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Hands start clenching again as he looses his control again.:: ~~~~Kalla: I... I'm trying... Let one of the medical staff know I need a stimulant. I'm out of energy.~~~~

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
CO: I think we all will.

Gav says:
::Feeling slightly stronger:: Meyer: Substandard...I do not know about that. I have many friends who served in Starfleet. Some even died for Starfleet in conflicts with the Klingons and the Dominion.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Hears the CO and shakes his head.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Enters TR and spots Meyer but seems to have forgotten her earlier accusations:: Meyer: ACMO Ahkileez at your service, sir ::Raises eye brow:: Substandard or not.

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
~~~~Jyg: I will.~~~~ MO: TO needs a stimulant. He is running short on energy. But then I believe he will re-enter his healing trance.

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
SO: Thanks. ::Administers stimulant.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Gav: Ah maybe the ones you get are first class officers... But these folks I’ve been stuck with... Well heck they do not even respect rank... Some lowlife ensign even had the gall to strike me.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Begins beaming the last two of Gav's crew on board.::

Gav says:
ACMO: You are...a medical officer? Treat my friends first...they are worse off than I...

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Monitors the successful transport.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Feels her anger resurfacing but pushes it away and heads over to the injured Tellarites.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
SO: Thank you, you may return to duty and I will care for him now.

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
~~~~Jyg: I have to leave you now. Get better .~~~~

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
*Meyer*: See if you can find out what happened to their ship.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Scans the Tellarite looking the worse for wear.::

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Checks power distribution throughout the ship.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Stands up and leaves Sickbay.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
~~~~Kalla: Understood. And Thank You. ~~~~

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*XO*: I already told yah their life support failed.

Lev says:
::Watches the ACMO work on his crewmates.::

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
*Meyer*: Yes, but why?

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Gives the man some triox as he's low on oxygen, and repairs internal bleeding.::

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
::Sits up on bio bed and looks around, still somewhat groggy.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*XO*: Because something broke in that system... Gees, are all Starfleet officers stupid?

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Forgot to close the channel for the last part.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
CSO: Anything other than the rest of the crew?

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Bites back his reply.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CO: I'm in the process of finding that out.

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Arrives at turbolift. When the turbolift comes, she enters.:: Computer: Bridge.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Scanning.::

Gav says:
ACMO: How...how exactly are they?

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CO: I just found some cargo Captain.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
::Enters cargo bay and begins to examine weapons cargo.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
CSO: What is it?

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CO:... And some small mammal life forms.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Scans the cargo::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
Gav: I'm sorry they aren't good we're going to need to move them to Sickbay as soon as I get them stabilized ::Scans the man and finds his internal bleeding has stopped and quickly gives the other 3 triox treatments.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::As the TO seems to be resting comfortably, walks over to the EO to begin routine post heart attack tests.::

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
Self: Oh no, more rats.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Breathing and heart rate stabilizes.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
*CSO*: On my way to the bridge, sir. What is your present location?

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
MO:  ::Softly mumbles:: Can I get some water?

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
*SO*: Bridge.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*CO*: Are you going to send over an away team?

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CO: I'm unable to scan the cargo containers.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Scans the other 2 and finds similar injuries.:: Gav, do you have any medical training?

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
*CSO*: Is there somewhere else you would rather have me go?

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Gets the EO some water:: EO: Here is your water.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Action: A female rat sneaks onto the bridge to stare at the XO in dreamy girl eyes... and of course the CO picks up her thoughts.

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
*Meyer*: Sounds like the best way to find out. ::Cuts link:: XO: Do you want to lead the away team?

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
*SO*: No, I definitely need you on the bridge.

Gav says:
ACMO: Some, yes...all Tellarite freighter captains are required to have it. What is wrong?

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
MO: Thank you.  ::Drinks the entire glass.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
Rat: He's taken. ::Grins.::

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
MO: So, Doc, am I going to live?

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
ACMO: You’re in charge here... I’m going back to check my cargo.

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Turbolift arrives at bridge. Kalla exits.:: CSO/CO: Reporting for duty.

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Looks at Aurel:: CO: Not particularly, but I will.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
Gav: I may need your help I'm short handed at the moment. :Hhands him a dermal regenerator:: Gav: Ever used one of these? ::Continues repairing his comrade’s injuries.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Exits the transporter room and heads for the cargo bay.::

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
::Opens crate in cargo bay and scans contents with tricorder.::

Lev says:
ACMO: What can I do for my comrades?

Gav says:
ACMO: Nothing quite as new... but I think I can manage. ::Takes regenerator and begins to use on his second officer's injuries.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Walks up to the cargo bay entrance.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Nods head:: XO: Go ahead and pick the away team, then.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Smiles glad to see that Lev is feeling better and scans her:: Lev: How are you feeling? ::Gives her a triox treatment.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
EO: Scans seem ok, but I need to do further tests.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
SO: Can you handle the sensor scans coming in? Thanks.....LTJG.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Enters the cargo bay to see the ensign riffling through his cargo.::


EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
MO:: David Evans.  ::Holds out hand.::

Lev says:
ACMO: I've been better. What about my crewmates?

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Ensign: Freeze, Mr.

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Stands a bit straighter.:: CSO: Aye, aye Sir!

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
::Looks up .::

Gav says:
::Looks carefully at ACMO:: ACMO: You...you are not fully Klingon, are you?

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
*Bridge*: Captain, I suggest you get down here and bring Security with you.  We got someone digging through the cargo.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
:: Inspects read-out on tricorder.::

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Nods and turns to face those on the bridge.:: CSO: Cartigan you're with me, *CEO* : Meet me in the transporter room, you’re going on an away team.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Walks over to the ensign and grabs the tricorder:: Furlong: You are under arrest!

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
XO: Aye sir!  ::Gets up and stands by the XO.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
EO: Beth Archer, nice to meet you.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Scans the officers she just finished treating to see if they are stable enough to move to Sickbay.:: Lev/Gav: I believe we can move them to Sickbay. ::Gives the Tellarite whose injuries are now healed a stimulant to wake him up.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Sighs:: *Meyer*: On my way.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
Meyer: And what precisely have I done?

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Sits down by computer. Starts registering incoming sensor scans.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Enters turbolift::  Computer: Transporter Room.

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
MO:: Nice to make your acquaintance.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Furlong: You have broken the seal on cargo, with out the cargo master’s permission.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Hears his comm badge:: ~~~~Back to work~~~~  ::His eyes flutter and open slightly:: MO/CMO: Anyone here?

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Thinks: I should have said the cargo bay was off limits.::

Gav says:
::Shrugs shoulders at non-response:: ACMO: Wonderful. Lev: Let's get them on their feet... ::Helps second officer up.::

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
::Taps comm badge::  *This is Evans.*

Lev says:
::Stands up:: Gav: thanks. ::Moves to help the others up.::

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Moves to the turbolift and waits for CSO.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Walks to turbolift.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Goes to TO.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Stands next to XO in turbolift.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Picks up the most severely injured Tellarite:: Gav/Lev: I'm sorry there is no site-to-site transport on this ship. If we were back on our normal ship we would have had you all in Sickbay by now. ::Struggles slightly under the weight on her broken hand.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
TO: Beth Archer here, the MO.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
Meyer: I have probable cause to search in my opinion.

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
Turbolift: Transporter room.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Struggles up onto one elbow:: MO: Hi Archer... Ughh... Help me up, Please. ::Coughs.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Transfers science read-outs to command chair. Sits in the BIG chair.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Heads to the turbolift:: Lev/Gav: This way. Follow me please.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
::Tries to pull out of Meyer's grip:: Meyer: what - precisely - are we carrying?

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Furlong: I coudln’t care less about probable cause. Unless you have the captain’s permission you have no business digging through my cargo MR.  This is not a Starfleet vessel.

Gav says:
ACMO: I wondered why Starfleet officers were posted aboard this...vessel. I did not mean to disparage the merchant marine captain in his presence.

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Turbolift arrives, steps out and enters transporter room.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Furlong: None of your business, Ensign.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Walks out of turbolift, follows XO.::

Lev says:
::Assists  crew member out of transporter room.::

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
Meyer: Security of this vessel whilst it is in use by Starfleet is my business.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Stands in front of the turbolift and looks over at the Tellarite captain::
Gav: I have no idea. Apparently we were needed. Duty calls.

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
TO: You need rest.

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
::Shakes his head as there is no response on his comm badge.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Gets in the turbolift:: Computer: Cargo bay.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Sees the turbolift doors open and steps inside waiting for the others to follow.::

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
::Looks over towards the doctor.::

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
MO: IS he going to be okay?

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Starts to swing his feet over the side:: MO: No I don't. I was dead... I think. That's the "Big Sleep", I think it's called on Earth. I'm rested. Now, help me up. Please.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Furlong: That may be so, but you are not in charge of Security on this vessel, Nor are you the captain of this vessel or cargo master.  Secondly, It was your Starfleet that insisted the cargo contents be kept classified. As for you ensign. I suppose you graduated from the Academy,  So far you’ve struck a senior officer and been digging in a restrict area.

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
EO: He just needs rest now.

Gav says:
::Helps his second into the turbolift:: ACMO: Is your captain in charge of this mission? Or is it that merchantman?

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
Meyer:  The truth should never be restricted.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
Furlong: That’s not your call to make, ensign.

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Gets off the turbolift and heads for the cargo bay.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
TO: You want me to sedate you... Get back to bed!

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Wonders what is taking the captain so long.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Enjoys the view from the Captain's chair. But thinks it is better on the Scimitar.::


ACMO_Ahkileez says:
Gav: Our CO is working in conjunction with the merchant Meyer. ::Arrives at Sickbay level and steps out.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Enters the cargo bay:: Meyer: You called, commander?

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Hops off the bio bed and drops slightly to one knee:: MO: I'll be fine. I can walk it off. Help me to the turbolift, they need me on the Bridge.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: Yes I like to know why your ensign was digging throw classified cargo!

Lev says:
::Follows Gav/ACMO w/crew member starting to lean heavily on his arm.::


Gav says:
ACMO: Ah. I would speak with your captain when she is available. We need to re-enter our ship and find out what is wrong.

Gav says:
::Struggles along with second officer. He's heavier than imagined.::

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Hears the XO's order and leaves engineering, heading for the turbolift.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Goes to TO and gives him a sedative:

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Sighs:: CIV: I though I told you to stay in the Sickbay.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
CO: Sorry Ma'am I just had nothing to do there.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Walks in and spots Jyg:: Gav: I will be right back to you ~~~~Jyg: Sit down and relax or else…~~~~ ::Walks over to an empty bio bed and puts the injured Tellarite down.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Pushes the chemicals back through the "pores" that Vulcans have in their skin:: MO: I said, No sedatives.

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Enters turbolift:: Computer: Transporter room.

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
CSO: We might as well get ready while we wait.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
XO: Aye.

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Gets help from the other medical staff to get him back to bed.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
CIV: And I said it to keep you out of Cmdr. Meyer's way.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: Is this how Starfleet train their officers? To hit a senior officer, disobey direct orders and to dig into classified cargo.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
~~~~Kela: Hi Honey! Good to see you again. ~~~~ ::Smiles weakly.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Grabs a phaser, a tricorder, etc.::

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
CO: He found me.

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
Meyer: No.

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Waits for the turbolift to open and starts heading towards the transporter room.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
MO: Can you please help the Tellarite visitors? They are still suffering from minor injuries. ::Gives the most severely injured Tellarite a painkiller and sedative so he can rest.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Studies the sensor read-outs. Nothing spectacular.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: Sure looks like it.  I guess you’re just going to ignore this situation like you did when he assaulted me.

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Spots ACMO:: ACMO: Tell the TO to rest.

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
::Watches what is going on in Sickbay quietly observing.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Walks over to Jyg:: TO: You would be well advised to listen to the MO ::Prepares to force him to lie down.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
Meyer: I only put it aside until I had the time to figure out what to do.

Lev says:
::Assists his crewmate to a bio bed.::

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Enters the transporter room.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: Well, I suggest you confine him to quarters until you do.

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Goes to help the Tellarites.::

Gav says:
ACMO: Thank you. ::Looks over at the Vulcan on the bio bed, curls his lips in distaste.::

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
CEO: Welcome CEO.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
Kela: I'll be fine. I'm just weak. All I need is some food and a Nutrient shot and I'll be adequate. They need me on the Bridge, Kelandra.

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Nods her head:: Civ: Go to your quarters until further notice.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
CO: Aye.

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
CSO: Your welcome yourself, CSO.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Raises eye brow and stares at Jyg:: TO: You have suffered serious injuries. It will not serve the crew if you pass out on duty. ::Checks the bio bed readings and gives him the necessary supplements.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
::Waits for the CIV to leave.::

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
CEO: Good now we can go.

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
::CIV wanders out wondering what he's done wrong - again.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: He may know what the cargo is. and you know what your orders from Starfleet Command stated on that matter. NOONE was to know!

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Nods at the XO.::

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Thinks the poor EO is getting neglected through all this.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Removes the bio rhythmic regulators from his chest and nape of his neck and hands him a medical gown for his modesty:: ~~~~Jyg: I promise I'll have you out of here and back to duty soon. I need to attend to my other patients now. Please cooperate.~~~~

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
CEO: The CSO and I will go over first, you can set the controls to take you over afterwards.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Nods his head, excited.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
Meyer: Yes, commander. ::Sighs:: But you have to accept the fact that this ship is getting old and needs to be decommissioned.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Directs the nutrients to his muscles and skin so he'll look good at least. Hugs Kela and gives her a kiss on her ridges:: Kela: I'm okay now.  Go, help them.

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Nods at the XO once again with a slight smile:: Yes sir.

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
::Walks up to the transporter platform.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Still doesn't show a trace of emotion and walks over to the EO:: EO: Feeling better? ::Scans the poor neglected man.::

Gav says:
Lev: I know you think it is illogical, my friend. But I still distrust the Vulcans. Ever since that mak'tar Sarek insulted my great-grandfather.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: The condition of this ship has nothing to do with the fact that this mission may be compromised.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Taps commbadge:: *XO*: Ahkileez to Bandra. I'm on my way.

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
ACMO: Yes I am. Thanks.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: Starfleet picked this ship for a reason. The Valdez has been hauling this sort of cargo for a long time.

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Grabs gear and steps onto transporter pad.::

SO_LTJG_Kalla says:
::Starts feeling very tired due to her recent experiences.::

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
ACMO: David Evans.. ::Offers hand.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Injects the EO with stimulants and nutrients:: EO: This should get you feeling better. ::Scans his heart.::

Lev says:
Gav: I do not understand that...but I do respect it.

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
Meyer: Yes it does. If Joey hadn't been able to get past security and wander in here, he wouldn't have found out and mentioned it.

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Walks over to the control panel in the transporter room.::

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Raises eyebrow:: EO: CNS Ahkileez, but you can call me Kilee if you feel it is necessary.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: That has nothing to do with this vessel... ::pause:: ..That has to do with incompetence of your Security Officers.  I believe they where charged with keeping people out.

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Turns to Kelandra:: CMO: See you later, Kela. I'll be back soon.  ::Heads for the turbolift.::

Gav says:
Lev: For all I know, the Vulcan is a proud member of this crew. But his species...they are aggravating, to say the least.

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
CSO: If you’re ready?

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
ACMO: All right, so when can I get back to duty?

CSO_LTJG_Cartigan says:
XO: Yes sir. Let's go.

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
EO: Can you stand? TO: You are NOT Released for duty, lieutenant!

Lev says:
Gav: Agreed. Too much unbalanced logic is not always a good thing.

Host XO_CDR_Bandra says:
::Waits for CSO to join him on transporter, nods to CEO.::

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
Meyer: It has everything to do with the Valdez.

CEO_LTJG_Craven says:
::Starts tapping buttons on the control panel and begins transporting the XO and CSO:: Energizing.....

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
ACMO: I believe I can.  ::Slowly stands up.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Heads to the turbolift:: Turbolift: Transporter room 1

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Feels herself losing control and sighs:: Self: Fine, if he keels over, it's his own fault. ::Turns back to the EO.::

Civ_Ensign_Furlong says:
*TO*:  Sir, please make contact personally when you are able.

Gav says:
Lev: It appears this one is not following the orders of his doctor. Maybe this one is not as logical as I think. ::Smirks.::

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: Captain, I am going to file my report with Starfleet Command.  You can blame the Valdez if you want, but neither they nor I will believe it.  Did it ever occur to you that this ship might be a Starfleet intell ship?

EO_LTJG_EVANS says:
::Standing:: ACMO: I feel a bit weak, but I think I can manage with caution.

Mo_LtJG_Archer says:
::Thinks that TO is one stubborn man.::

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Rushes out of the turbolift to transporter room 1:: *CIV*: What's the problem, Ensign?

Host CO_Cpt_Ian-Bandra says:
::Keeps from laughing:: Meyer: No offense meant but this hunk of junk an intell ship?

TO_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Pops into the transporter room:: XO: I'm here sir. ::Coughs:: Ready to go!

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: What better cover?

ACMO_Ahkileez says:
::Gives the EO another stimulant:: EO: You are released to duty but no climbing the conduits, and I want to see you back in here tomorrow.

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
CO: Besides, how else would I know what the cargo is?

Host CMDR_Adam_Meyer says:
######### Pause Mission ###########
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